Genomes2People Research Program Donation Guidelines

Thank you for supporting genomic medicine and preventive health through a tax-deductible donation to our research program at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (Tax exemption # 04-2312909). Led by Dr. Robert C. Green, Professor of Medicine (Genetics) at Harvard Medical School and the Broad Institute, the Brigham-based Genomes2People Research Program is producing compelling scientific evidence for the medical benefits and cost-effectiveness of using genomics for risk stratification and prevention of human disease. Central to this research is a commitment to an equitable future of medicine, and three of our ongoing projects address historic and ongoing racial disparities in the field of genomics. Along with our research, we have established the Brigham Preventive Genomics Clinic, the first academic clinic to offer comprehensive genomic sequencing for healthy individuals. While we have been highly successful in our academic work, your contribution will enable us to pursue projects that are more creative and daring than those we can support through conventional funding, and will support the training of future healthcare providers and scientists whom we are mentoring.

BY CREDIT CARD ONLINE
http://www.bwhgiving.org/G2P

BY CHECK
• Make check out to Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Inc.
• Include on memo line: “Unrestricted funds for Robert C. Green research, acct 106813”
• Mail to: Brigham & Women’s Development Office
  116 Huntington Ave 3rd Floor, Boston MA 02116

BY DONOR ADVISED FUND
• Select Brigham and Women’s Hospital (nonprofit tax ID: 04-2312909)
  o Mailing Address: Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Attn: Gift Processing
    116 Huntington Ave 3rd Floor, Boston MA 02116
• Notation/instruction line must note: “106813 Robert C. Green Research”

BY WIRE TRANSFER
• Please notify G2P program director Erin Drake (edrake@bwh.harvard.edu) of your incoming wire transfer

  **ACH Transfer**
  Bank Name: Bank of America
  Bank Address: 100 Federal St, Boston, MA 02110
  Bank ABA Routing: 011000138
  Account Name: The Brigham & Women’s Hospital
  Account Number: 9429343322
  Director, Gift Administration: Kiran Rai
  Phone: 617-424-4321
  Notation/instruction line must list “106813 Robert C. Green Research”

  **Fedwire Transfer**
  Bank Name: Bank of America
  Bank Address: 100 Federal St, Boston, MA 02110
  Bank ABA Routing: 0260-0959-3
  SWIFT Address: BOFAUS3N
  Account Name: The Brigham & Women’s Hospital
  Account Number: 9429343322
  Director, Gift Administration: Kiran Rai
  Phone: 617-424-4321
  Notation/instruction line must list “106813 Robert C. Green Research”

For questions or to make corporate donations, please contact:
Erin Drake | edrake@bwh.harvard.edu | 617-264-5838